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What we did in ISM
 ISM found that we are facing the problem that our new staff and foreign staff do 

not have information how to process the work inside of UTCC. Therefore, Dean has 

assigned in the meeting that we should do work flow or Standard-Operation-

Procedures concerning our student activities work and budget using as our KM for 

this academic year. Since we have done IC Number in the Cloud for our KM in 

Academic Year 2018 and it was successful, we keep going on with other important 

files to share with our staff by using cloud system in Academic Year 2019. 

 Sharing and exchange information how to use Standard-Operation-Procedures 

concerning our student activities work and budget us files in OneDrive of the cloud 

Office 365 for ISM staff. 

 Test using the shared files by some of our staff to find out how it is better than using it 

in the server. Make sure that everyone know how to use it before the one in the 

server is deleted and start using the new way. 

 Inform the staff to use the shared files via messenger app and follow up with them 

how they like using it comparing between the one in the OneDrive and the one in 

the server (IC DATA).  

 Make a conclusion and post in UTCC KM System and ISM website in the item of 

Knowledge Management Academic Year 2019



The Problems We Found When Sharing Files in the Computer Server

 The server computer is frequently changed the place and it 
causes the linked network problems. We often call the technician 

to reset it.

 Only can be used with computers in the office that have already 
been set up to see the computer server. So it will not help if we 

need to work from home during the COVID-19 situation. 

 It cannot be used at the same time with another users. If someone 

forgets to close the file, another person will not be able to open 

that file. We have to find out the person who is using the file and 

ask him to close it first. 

 A file conflict occurs  when it is modified between PC and 

McIntosh.



Budget File in ISM SERVER (IC Data) before 
using OneDrive



When We Were Sharing Our Knowledge and 

Trying to Create the Share File in OneDrive

1. The creator creates a file in OneDrive



2. Share that file to some members







2. Two members are testing it in OneDrive. 



3. Other files sharing in groups





4. After sharing the file to all members, ask them to Bookmark in

Chrome or Favorites in Internet Explorer for their easier usage. 

Bookmark in Chrome



Favorites in Internet



5. The creator communicated with the member and fixed the problem 

immediately.



The Advantages of Sharing Files in the OneDrive

 No need to use a computer as a server 

 Can be used at anywhere that has internet

 Can be used at the same time by many persons

 Can see the other users and know who are they 

 It immediately alerts the creator, if someone cannot open to the file. 

 No conflict between using the file between PC and McIntosh and no 
need to save the file after edited.

 It works  so well during our COVID-19 situation that we need to work 
from home.



Evaluation by the users how they like the new way of file sharing 



For ISM Members

 If you have other files  that will be useful to the others in our office, you 
can use this way to share you files instead of using ISM DATA (Server). 

 It is also another channel for sharing files among our group in addition to 
the applications that we are using now. 

 For the other files in our Server or any important files, they will be 
shared via OneDrive later.  


